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ABSTRACT 

Employee absenteeism is a significant problem for most organizations. an estimated survey  estimated 

that almost 3 percent of an employer's workforce was absent on any given day. The high price of 

absenteeism affects organizations even more when lost productivity, morale and temporary labor costs 

are considered. The cost of absence is often misunderstood, seen as not easily measured or dismissed 

as a negligible amount because the costs are largely included in payroll expenses. In addition, 

employers often fail to carefully track absenteeism.  

It doesn’t matter if your business doesn’t have an official HR department or if you have five 

or fifty employees. An official attendance policy makes expectations for work behavior and 

disciplinary action clear to all team members. So take some time now to put together a policy that’s 

fair to both you and your employees. Consider different attendance issues like scheduled absences, 

unscheduled absences, and tardiness, then decide any necessary disciplinary actions and next steps for 

each. It doesn’t need to be complicated. Instead, focus on creating a policy that rules out subjectivity 

and defines what each type of absence means in clear, plain language. 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Employee absenteeism is a frequent lack of 

attendance at work without valid cause. 

Absenteeism does not include the occasional 

no-call, no-show or instances that can’t be 

controlled, like illness or car trouble. 

According to CareerBuilder’s annual survey, 

employee absenteeism is currently on the rise, 

with 40 percent of workers in 2017 admitting 

they’ve called in sick in the last 12 months 

when they weren’t, up from 35 percent in 

2016. Reported excuses for calling in have 

ranged from claims that a bear was in an 

employee’s yard and they were too scared to 

come out, to a dog swallowing their car keys. 

And in 2015 alone, productivity losses linked 

to absenteeism cost U.S. employers 225.8 

billion annually, or 1,685 per employee. 

 

2.SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

 

Absenteeism is one of the challenges among 

many challenges facing many organizations in 

our contemporary world. Consequently, few 

organizations can claim that their workers do 

attend their respective works 100%. There are 

various forms of absenteeism practiced by 

employees such as, extended tea and lunch 

break, coming late to work and leaving very 

early contrary to the stipulated time, attending 

personal issues like businesses, sick family 

members, taking a long time to collect 

working tools, some workers forge illness. All 

these forms organizations take them as 

absenteeism practices. Literature shows that a 

large number of teachers and other educational 

administrators have been engaging in various 

undesirable practices across the world 

(Betweli, 2013) thus absenteeism in one of 

those undesirable practices. 

3.NEED OF THE STIDY 

 To identify factors cause to 

absenteeism of teachers in Religare 

securities branches in Hyderabad.  

 To know the employee feedback on 

absenteeism policy  
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 To examine the effect of absenteeism 

of employees in Religare securities 

branches.  

 To suggest the way forward to solving 

the problem of absenteeism of 

Religare securities branches.  

4.OBJECTIVE OF STUDY   

 To identity the causing factors 

influencing employee performance .   

 To assess the differences between the 

perception of employee absenteeism 

among organization.   

 To investigate the effects of 

Absenteeism employee absenteeism 

towards their career  performance.   

 To give suggestion for overcoming  

absenteeism Religare securities. 

5.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

DATA COLLECTION:   There are two types 

of data 

  PRIMARY DATA 

 Primary data can be collected either 

through experience or through survey.  

 Questionnaire 

 SECONDARY DATA 

   Secondary data means the data 

that has already been available  The secondary 

data is  gathered from Journals, magazines, 

official records, broachers, office files, annual 

reports, Internet and also through discussion 

with concerned officers. 

 SAMPLING METHOD  

 The research technique adopted is 

RANDOM SAMPLING 

TECHNIQUE  

 Sample size – 100 respondents 

 Sampling unit – RELIGARE 

TECHNOLOGIES 

 Sampling Area – HYDERABAD 

 

 

 

6.DATA ANALYSIS 

Absent from Work due to illness. 

Response 

  

respondents 

Very often 8 

sometimes 13 

Very seldom 19 

No 10 

Total 50 

Interpretation :By the above diagram that 

16% of religare respondents are very often in 

absent from work and 38% of religare 

respondents are very seldom in absent from 

work. 

Taking Leave due to various reasons. 

Response 

 

respondents 

Sickness 8 

Lack of interests in   

job 

6 

Personal reason 23 

Long working hours 8 

others 5 

Total 50 

 

           
 

Interpretation :From the above diagram that 

46% of religare respondents takes leave for 

personal reason and 16% of religare 

respondents takes leave for sickness, 12% 

religare respondents for lack of interests in job, 

16% religare respondents for long working 

hours and 10% for other reason. 
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Excelling in job by recognition. 

Response 

 

respondents 

Always 8 

Often 13 

Sometimes 23 

Never 6 

Total 50 

       

 
Interpretation :From the above diagram we 

notice that 46% of religare respondents are 

sometimes recognized for excelling in job and 

12% of religare respondents are never 

recognized for excelling in job. 

7.FINDINGS  

 38% of religare respondents fall in the age 

group of 36-45, and 30% religare 

respondents are in the age group of 26-35 

and so majority are in between the age of 

36-45.   

 44% of religare respondents are excellent, 

32% of religare respondents are good, 14% 

of religare respondents are fair and 10% of 

religare respondents are poor opinion 

regarding work environment. 

 44% of religare respondents have above 

average, 34% of religare respondents have 

average and 22% of religare respondents 

have no idea regarding wages related to 

work. 

 80% 

of religare respondents has some problem 

exists in promotional policy  

 38% 

of religare respondents said that the 

incentive plans are production based and 

24% of religare respondents said that the 

incentive plans are Management based. 

8.SUGGESTIONS:  

A portion of the proposals for limiting the rate 

of non-attendance are examined beneath: 

Increase in Salary Apart from expanding 

compensations, motivations can likewise be 

given. Other than financial motivators 

instructive help for advancement, best worker 

grant, open acknowledgment for good 

execution, normal workforce gatherings for 

staff to express their worries on issues, prize 

for promptness can likewise be given to propel 

the representatives and lessen non-appearance. 

Advancements and Creation of Opportunities 

for Advancement  Delayed advancement and 

less open doors for headway are basic in open 

part associations. Consequently, advancement 

ought to be made with no deferrals and if it's 

unrealistic legitimate supports are to be given 

to representatives as it lessens disappointment 

towards their work. Tying Promotions and 

Cash Incentives to Attendance  Promotion 

and pay increase choices can be attached to 

participation, with the goal that every one of 

the representatives will be in strain to come to 

work. In this way, keeping track on 

participation and delay of representatives helps 

in making them ordinary and on schedule.  

9.CONCLUSION 

As labor is the most significant advantage for 

an association, non-appearance influences the 

equivalent. The fundamental explanation 

behind being default in Government 

associations is low confidence. In this manner, 

government ought to take appropriate 

measures to build the resolve and fulfillment 

of the workers through different preparing and 

improvement programs. It is additionally 

important to cause the representatives to 

acknowledge how significant their job in the 

association is. Being in open administration, 

the workers ought to know about how their 

nonappearance influences numerous 

individuals. 
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